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Abstract 
This thesis chooses Gezi Opera of Fujian-Taiwan as the study object 
and mainly focuses on the heritage relation between Gezi Opera and 
traditional Chinese opera. Gezi Opera, as a grass roots opera，evolved 
from Southern-Fujian Gezi ballad and folk singing and dancing shows. But 
it also closely relate to the traditional Chinese culture, especially 
traditional Chinese opera. The relation between Gezi Opera and 
traditional Chinese opera shows different status and features on the 
stages of Gezi Opera’s gestation, forming and development. 
The flourishing opera culture in the Fujian-Taiwan area artistically 
nourished the Gezi Opera’s gestation. The Gezi Opera got the opera 
paradigm from the variety of local folk opera and frequent performances, 
and then boarded the opera stage quickly and smoothly from the folk 
entertainment performances. Gezi Ballad, Chegu Opera and Caicha Opera are 
widely thought as the three most important elements of Gezi Opera. Among 
them, Chegu Opera and Caicha Opera are the traditional folk opera of 
Fujian-Taiwan area per se, while the Taiwan Gezi ballad, which is coming 
from the generalized “Jin Song” Singing art, indirectly inherited the 
traditional opera’s stories and musical tunes from the 
“moving-singing-school”, such as the blind artists, street artists and 
so on who immigrated from the Southern-Fujian. 
“Old Gezi Opera” is the most junior and original theatrical stage 
of Gezi Opera. Its formation could not be separated from the traditional 
folk opera which originated from the Southern-Fujian. The “Old Gezi 
Opera” obviously preserved the influence of the Fujian-Taiwan 
traditional opera in the form of performance and also the opera plot. 
Furthermore, among the four most popular and classical repertoires of the 















the best-known classical repertoires of traditional opera in 
Southern-Fujian. “Old Gezi Opera” inherits the ancient stories of the 
traditional repertoires, but also had been adapted to be full of opera 
features and formed their own unique artistic style. 
With the rapid development of Gezi Opera, the performance morphology 
and repertoires in the “Old Gezi Opera” period could not meet the 
audiences’ appreciation need. In such circumstance, Gezi Opera adopted 
the traditional opera in two ways: firstly, absorbing the traditional 
opera stories indirectly via Fujian-Taiwan Gezi booklets and making them 
be the classical repertoires; Secondly, absorbing the main plots and 
performance procedures of traditional opera repertoires from Peking Opera, 
Siping Opera, Liyuan Opera, Gaojia Opera and so on by the way of “Picking 
Opera”. These two methods devoted a lot to the formation of Gezi Opera’s 
opera features and the accumulation of repertoires. 
After entering the contemporary, the Gezi Opera’opera features have 
been almost formed. It still learns from traditional dramas such as Yue 
Opera on the clothing, makeup, scenery but the contents of the learning 
was dwindling. The adaptation of the traditional opera repertoire still 
continues, and plays an important role on the repertoire building. The 
ways of adaptation tend to diversify. With the increasingly frequent 
cultural exchanges, the Gezi Opera circles of cross strait learn from each 
other and show their own feature, which exploits the wider developing 
space for the Gezi Opera. 
Through clearing the relation between Gezi Opera and traditional 
Chinese opera on every stage, this thesis draws the conclusion: the 
traditional opera are the inexhaustible artistic resources of Gezi Opera. 
Without the nourishment of traditional opera, Gezi Opera could not be 
formed and flourish. In the Gezi opera's future development, even facing 















could adhere to the tradition, constantly absorb and explore the intrinsic 
value of traditional Chinese opera, the Gezi Opera will develop healthy 
and positively. 
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